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English as the language of 
international communication

 The article is about the importance of learning English Language. 
English as a language has great reach and influence. it is taught all over 
the world. It is also stressed that, English is the language of international 
communication for all mankind. The value of English in today`s world 
cannot be overestimated. Nowadays more than 1 billion people speak in 
this language. English is also the language of business. After all it is neces
sary to reckon with the choice of more than 1 billion people who speak 
it. And if a half of them are native speakers, about 600 million choose it 
as foreign. English is the dominant business language and it has become 
almost a necessity for people to speak English if they are to enter a global 
workforce, research from all over the world shows that crossborder busi
ness communication is most often conducted in English. Its importance in 
the global market place therefore cannot be understated, learning English 
really can change your life.
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Джaхaнги ровa Г.

Aғыл шын ті лі – хaлықaрaлық 
қaрым-қaтынaс ті лі ре тін де

Мaқaлaдa aғыл шын ті лі нің хaлықaрaлық қaтынaс құрaлы ре тін
де гі рө лі, оның біз дің зaмaны мыздaғы мә ні мен мaңы зы, aғыл шын 
ті лін үйре ну дің aсa қaжет ті лі гі жө нін де әң гі ме ле не ді. Бұл әл бет те, 
жaһaндaну үде рі сі не бaйлaныс ты, өйт ке ні күн де лік ті қaрымқaтынaс, 
іс жүр гі зу aғыл шын ті лін бі лу ді тaлaп ете ді. Aғыл шын ті лі со ны мен 
қaтaр бү кіл дү ниежү зі нің сaяси, эко но микaлық, ғы лы ми жә не спорт
тық өмі рін де пaйдaлaнылaды. Бі рік кен Ұлттaр Ұйымы ның рес ми жә
не жұ мыс ті лі aғыл шын ті лі бо лып тaбылaды. Сaндaғaн сaммит тер 
мен мем ле кет бaсшылaры ның кез де су ле рі, зaңдaр мен жaрлықтaрғa 
қол қою, ке ліс сөз дер мен дөң ге лек үс тел дер ді өт кі зу – бaрлы ғы 
aғыл шын ті лін де жүр гі зі ле ді. Aвтор қaзір гі тaңдa жaлпығa ортaқ тіл ді 
мең ге ру aсa қaжет деп есеп тейді. Жaһaндaну үде рі сі осы ны тaлaп 
етіп отыр. Со ны мен қaтaр aғыл шын ті лі өте күр де лі тіл екен ді гін де 
ес ке ру қaжет, өйт ке ні ол өзі мен бір ге өз мә де ниетін де aлa кел ді. Бұл 
–aғыл шын ті лін үйре ну бaры сындa өзінөзі же тіл ді ре бі лу, өз бі лі мін 
те рең де те бі лу де ген сөз.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ин тернaционaлдық тіл, қaрымқaтынaс, aғыл шын 
ті лі, жaһaндaну.

Джaхaнги ровa Г.

Aнг лийс кий язык кaк язык 
меж дунaрод но го об ще ния

В стaтье го во рит ся об aнг лийс ком язы ке кaк о средс тве меж
дунaрод но го об ще ния, о знaчи мос ти это го языкa в нaши дни и от
мечaет ся оче вид ность вaжнос ти изу че ния aнг лий ско го языкa. Это 
связaно с про цес сом глобaлизa ции, в ре зуль тaте че го пов сед нев ное 
и де ло вое об ще ние тре бует знa ния aнг лий ско го языкa. Aнг лийс кий 
язык тaкже при ме няет ся в по ли ти чес кой, эко но ми чес кой, нaуч ной и 
спор тив ной жиз ни во всем ми ре. Офи циaль ным и рaбо чим язы ком 
Оргa низaции Объеди нен ных Нaций признaн aнг лийс кий. Мно го чис
лен ные сaмми ты и вс тре чи глaв го судaрс тв, под писa ние зaко нов и 
укaзов, ве де ние пе ре го во ров и дебaтов – все это про во дит ся нa aнг
лийс ком язы ке. Aвтор считaет, что в нaстоящее вре мя необ хо ди мо 
облaдaть всеоб щим язы ком. Но нaдо учи тывaть, что aнг лийс кий язык 
– до воль но слож ный язык, что бы учить ся, и он вмес те с со бой при
но сит свою куль ту ру и то в же сaмое вре мя это – ключ к дaль ней ше му 
сaмообрaзовa нию и сaмоусо вер шенст вовa нию.

Клю че вые словa: ин тернaционaль ный язык, ком му никa ция, анг
лийс кий язык, глобaлизa ция.
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To live in today`s fast-moving competitive world it is absolutely 
necessary to know and be able to do a lot of things. Knowledge of 
a foreign language is one of them. About one hundred years ago 
many educated people learned and spoke French when they met 
people from other countries. Today most people speak English when 
they meet foreigners. It has become the new international language. 
There are more people who speak English as a second language than 
people who speak English as a first language. Why is this?

There are many reasons why English has become so popular. 
One of them is that English has become the language of business. 
Another important reason is that popular American culture has 
quickly spread throughout the world. It has brought its language 
with it.

The importance of the English language is stressed by David 
Crystal in this way: «We may, in due course, all need to be in control 
of two standard English—the one which gives us our national and 
local identity, and the other which puts us in touch with the rest of 
the human race. In effect, we may all need to become bilingual in 
our own language» [1, 265]. 

I think, it is good that English has spread to all parts of the world 
so quickly. It’s important to have a language that the people of the 
earth have in common. Our world has become very global and we 
need to communicate with one another. On the other hand, English 
is a fairly complicated language to learn and it brings its culture with 
it, and the same time it is the key to further self-education and self-
improvement. 

Once computers and mobile phones were the things that only 
people of a certain social group could afford. Now these things are 
necessities. The same can be told about English. It is a necessity! It 
is studied by everybody and everywhere: at schools, universities, 
language courses. Moreover in the age of digital technologies 
anyone can learn English on the Internet, without leaving home. 
However you shouldn’t think that it is so easy to do it. Learning any 
language is a long process which demands certain expenses, both 
intellectual, and financial. 

The importance of studying English is evident. It is connected 
with the process of globalization and English language demand 
both in daily and business communication. Political, economic, 
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scientific, sports life of the whole world is in English 
too. English is defined as an official and working 
language of the United Nations. Various summits 
and meetings of the heads of states, signing of laws 
and decrees, negotiations and debate – all this is 
carried out in English. International trade, banking 
system, activity of transport on the land, on the sea 
and in the air is carried out in English.

As far as we are concerned, English is very 
important for us too.

We need English:
When we travel
When we apply for a good job
When we communicate with foreigners
When we look for information on the Internet
Of course, there are a lot of reasons, why 

learning English is so important today. 
English may not be the most spoken language 

in the world, but it is the official language in a 
large number of countries. It is estimated that the 
number of people in the world that use in English to 
communicate on a regular basis is 2 billion!

Many of the world’s top films, books and music 
are published and produced in English. Therefore 
by learning English you will have access to a great 
wealth of entertainment and will be able to have a 
greater cultural understanding.

Most of the content produced on the internet 
(50%) is in English. So knowing English will allow 
you access to an incredible amount of information 
which may not be otherwise available!

Although learning English can be challenging 
and time consuming, we can see that it is also very 
valuable to learn and can create many opportunities!

It is difficult to establish how many people in 
the world speak English. It`s spoken by not just one 
person, but tens of nations in various parts of the 
world. English is considered official in more, than 
50 countries.

The second U. S. President John Adams told 
200 years ago that English would become the 
«world» language. And this prediction came true 
by the end of the 20th century. Now 300 million 
people in the world are native English speakers. 
And 400 million people who speak English as the 
second language. The role of English in the world 
has increased sharply recently that is connected with 
Internet development where 80% of information is 
transferred in English.

Among the countries where English is the 
official language, we can name the following: the 
historical homeland of English – Great Britain, 
Ireland, the United States, Australia, New Zealand, 
Canada and some countries in South Africa. Let’s 

note that in three of these countries English is not 
the only official language. A small part of Irish, for 
instance, uses the Irish language, for the third of 
Canadians official language is French, and in South 
Africa English is official for several million, but not 
for the majority of inhabitants. English is also an 
official language in the small states of the Caribbean 
region which arose on the place of former British 
colonial possession.

The territorial dispersion of the English-
speaking countries led to emergence of different 
variants of English from which British, American 
and Australian are especially distinguished [3, 23]. 
Distinctions in pronunciation, especially vowel 
sounds are most of all noticeable. There are certain 
distinctions in the value and use of some words and 
expressions, in details of spelling. Distinctions in 
grammar are insignificant. Any of these variants 
can’t be defined as a model for all English-speaking 
community, so when studying the language one 
decides for oneself what variant to choose.

About 30 states in Asia and Africa, having 
become independent as a result of disintegration of 
the British Empire, kept from colonial times English 
as official. They wanted to replace it in this function 
by national languages of their people but it appeared 
difficult, and sometimes impossible. Among these 
states, in particular, are India, Pakistan, Singapore 
in Asia, Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, 
Zimbabwe in Africa. Total number of the population 
of such countries exceeds one and a half billion. 
English is used here in certain spheres – in political 
life, in public administration, in army, at school, 
and also for communication between different 
nationalities. On the whole, the percentage of people 
who speak English here is very low and therefore 
it’s hardly necessary to rank these countries as 
English-speaking.

At last, there is also the lowest level of use of 
English to which it is possible to refer the countries 
where by the developed tradition or for some 
other reasons English is the most preferable, and 
sometimes the only foreign language studied at 
school. They are, mainly, the countries of Latin 
America, Western Europe and Far East. To define 
the number of people who know English there is 
impossible. Obviously, Azerbaijan also belongs to 
these countries.

English began to develop in Azerbaijan only 
since 1994. It was connected with a Contract of 
the century. «Contract of the Century» was signed 
in Baku on September 20, 1994. The signing and 
realization of the «Contract of the Century» is a 
brilliant result of conducting right oil policy that 
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comprises the economic development concept of 
independent Azerbaijan Republic.

The process that began with the «Contract of 
the Century», which started a new period in the 
development of Azerbaijan oil industry and economy 
in general, determined the dynamic development 
road of Azerbaijan in the XXI century.

All this led to the emergence of new spheres of 
use of English in Azerbaijan.

The emergence of new environments of use of 
English in Azerbaijan was promoted also by the 
development of the whole network of linguistic 
schools, courses, firms, aiming at distribution of 
‘English for communication’. 

Now studying English in Azerbaijan becomes 
one of the major subjects at school and university. It 
is connected with the fact that English has become 

a universal language and besides it is time to the 
citizens of Azerbaijan to study it at least at the 
average level. But still many people don’t want or 
refuse to study any foreign language at all. 

There is an EF EPI (EF English Proficiency 
Index) defining the level of proficiency in English 
in the countries, where it is not the official language. 
The first five places take

Sweden
Denmark
Netherlands
Finland
Norway
In this index Azerbaijan approximately takes 

39th place! 
As a conclusion , I can say that every ambitious 

and self-respecting person should know this language.
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